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Background:  Whether certain traditional risk factors (RFs) provide greater predictive strength for obstructive coronary artery disease (≥50% 
diameter stenosis, “OCAD”) in patients with chest pain is unknown.
Methods:  From 8106 consecutive patients (mean age 58 years, 3999 men) without CAD history who underwent coronary computed tomographic 
angiography (CTA) for chest pain, we analyzed RF status, presence of typical angina, and presence of OCAD on CTA. Predictive strengths of individual 
RFs for OCAD were compared using attributable increase and reduction in area-under-the-curve (AUC) when each RF was added or removed from 
receiver-operator-characteristic models.
Results:  1488 patients had OCAD on CTA. In the model with age and presence of typical angina, the highest attributable AUC increases in men 
were found with addition of family CAD history (+0.013, p<0.001) and hypercholesterolemia (+0.009, p=0.005); for women, diabetes (+0.020, 
p=0.002) and hypertension (+0.017, p=0.004). These same RFs also generated the largest attributable AUC reductions when removed from the 
comprehensive model including age, typical angina, and all risk factors (see Table). Differences in attributable AUC change among all RFs were 
significant (p<0.001 for all).
Conclusion:  In patients with chest pain, the predictive strength from any single traditional RF for OCAD was modest and differed for men and 
women. Family CAD history was the strongest predictor in men, and diabetes was the strongest predictor in women.
